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'e-Business Strategies for Virtual Organizations' enables IT managers and directors to develop and implement IT strategies and infrastructures for new models of doing business based on the Internet.

  The authors provide a brief introduction to the concepts and strategic issues surrounding information warfare, managing organizational knowledge, and the information economy.  The virtual organization is now an important business model for contemporary business organizations and the flexibility and adaptability of the virtual organization make it ideal for survival in today's highly competitive and dynamically changing markets. Modern corporations may utilize some of the features of the virtual organization to develop the ideal organization to a greater or lesser extent depending on individual business circumstances. This book covers the issues involved in planning, realizing and managing such a virtual organization, and the role of information and communication technologies in supporting virtual organizations and virtual organizing is addressed throughout.                                       

Provides a comprehensive set of business models for an e-business
Includes global cases and assignments and full web references
Focus on business issues rather than technology issues     

       Enables IT managers and directors to develop and implement IT strategies and infrastructures for new models of doing business based on the Internet. Softcover.
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Apple Pro Training Series : Advanced Editing and Finishing Techniques in Final Cut Pro HD (2nd Edition)Peachpit Press, 2004
Final Cut Pro is a serious tool for serious (usually professional) editorswhich means that if you're like most users, you already know the software's interface, are well-versed in editing basics, and are interested in just one thing: going as deep as possible with the software's tools and features. In ...
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Matplotlib Plotting CookbookPackt Publishing, 2014

	This book follows a cookbook style approach that puts orthogonal and non-redundant recipes in your hands. Rather than rehashing the user manual, the explanations expose the underlying logic behind Matplotlib.

	

	If you are an engineer or scientist who wants to create great visualizations with Python, rather than yet another...
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Hands-On Networking with Azure: Build large-scale, real-world apps using Azure networking solutionsPackt Publishing, 2018

	
		A step-by-step guide to get you up and running with Azure Networking Services and help you build solutions that leverage effective design patterns

	
		Key Features

		
			Learn best practices for designing and implementing Azure Networking for Azure VMs
	
			Figure out the hidden secrets...
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Multiprocessor Systems-on-Chips (The Morgan Kaufmann Series in Systems on Silicon)Morgan Kaufmann, 2004
Wolf and Jerraya have struck a delicate balance in the presentation of a specialized body of knowledge that is highly detailed and topic-specific, yet sufficiently wide-ranging to reflect the overall concept of an MPSOC as the next logical step in integrated complex system design. The text provides an eminently accessible and practical view of the...
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Formal Models of Operating System KernelsSpringer, 2006
The work that this book represents is something I have wanted to do since 1979. While in Ireland, probably in 2001, I sketched some parts of a small operating system specification in Z but left it because of other duties. In 2002, I worked on the sketches again but was interrupted. Finally, in April, 2005, I decided to devote some time to it and...
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Springer-Handbuch der Mathematik I: Begründet von I.N. Bronstein und K.A. Semendjaew   Weitergeführt von G. Grosche, V. Ziegler und D. Ziegler   Herausgegeben von E. Zeidler (German Edition)Springer, 2012

	Als mehrbändiges Nachschlagewerk ist das Springer-Handbuch der Mathematik in erster Linie für wissenschaftliche Bibliotheken, akademische Institutionen und Firmen sowie interessierte Individualkunden in Forschung und Lehre gedacht. Es ergänzt das einbändige themenumfassende Springer-Taschenbuch der Mathematik...
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